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Posttestimonial witness projects - such as Austrian writer Doron Rabinovici’s theatre production Die 

letzten Zeugen - engage with Holocaust testimony at a time of the imminent disappearance of 

witnesses. Aiming to preserve the dialogical quality of the witness encounter, these projects explore 

processes of life testimonies and oral history in regard to concepts of authenticity and 

performativity. They employ self-reflexive moments of both emotive Never Again as well as 

analytical discussions of mediating Holocaust testimonies. 

Die letzten Zeugen had its premiere at the Austrian National Theatre in Vienna in 2013. It was 

subsequently invited to be staged at the renowned ‘Theatertreffen’ in Berlin and other select 

German theatres and received high praise by both international press and theatre critics. As part of 

the national commemoration of the 75th anniversary of the 1938 November pogroms, the production 

simultaneously reflects on discourses of testimony and the role of Austria in the Second World War. 

Combining elements of testimonial, memoir, oral history project, Holocaust theatre, and what the 

Austrian left-wing liberal newspaper Standard called an ‘Abschiedssymphonie’, a farewell symphony 

to the survivors, the project defies clear genre categories like performance, staged reading or 

documentary theatre. In the presence of six Holocaust survivors, who sit behind a transparent screen 

showing photographs of their youth and lost family members, actors of the Burgtheater read out the 

survivors’ testimonial texts.  

In my paper, I will discuss the ethical and aesthetic elements of performing testimony in a 

theatrical space. I will ask how the production negotiates testimony as historical source, 

performative art form and political practice. Understanding interdisciplinary approaches as 

particularly useful for the analysis of emotive and analytical elements of testimony, I will connect 

performance theory, oral history and cultural memory studies. Consequently, I will generate the term 

‘posttestimony’ in the theatrical space as a practice with the aim of upholding the precarious 

dialogue between individual experience and its collective transmission. 


